
By Terri Stinn

Heartwood AAL Coordinator



 Welcome to the Heartwood Master Naturalist presentation for participation in 
Adopt-A-Loop

 This project is supported by the Texas Master Naturalist Program, Texas Parks 
and Wildlife, iNaturalist and eBird



 This presentation will cover the following:

What is The Great Texas Wildlife Trail? (GTWT)

What is the  Adopt-A-Loop (AAL) project?

How does a Texas Master Naturalist (TMN)participate in 
the AAL Project? 



What is The Great Texas Wildlife Trail?

(GTWT)



 On the Texas Parks and Wildlife website there is a link to The Great 
Texas Wildlife Trails. These are interactive maps with descriptions that 
show the exact locations of all the sites on the trails. These sites are 
grouped into areas that make up our  Adopt-A-Loop “loops”.

 https://tpwd.texas.gov/huntwild/wildlife/wildlife-trails

*from the internet



*Photo from Texas Parks and Wildlife Website

There are 9 regions of the Great Texas Wildlife Trails



*Slide from Joshua Lee volunteer presentation



Heartwood Master Naturalist Chapter is located in the 
Upper Texas Coast Region (UTC) and the Prairies and 
Piney Woods East Region. (PPE)

 The full list of regions are as follows:

 Far West Texas (FWTX)

 Upper Texas Coast (UTC)

 Central Texas Coast (CTC)

 Lower Texas Coast (LTC)

 Heart of Texas West (HOTW) 

 Heart of Texas East (HOTE)

 Panhandle Plains (PHP)

 Prairies and Piney Woods West (PPW)

 Prairies and Piney Woods East (PPE)



This map shows the loops in the UTC Region. They are  
represented by the brown shapes and are individually 
named.

*Map from TPW website



Notice the location of the Woodlands is shown just within the Trinity Loop.  The 
Trinity Loop covers a large area. Sites are designated by the blue pins.

*Map from TPW website



One of our sites is Jones Forest shown on the map.

*Map from TPW website



Our second site is Lake Houston Wilderness Park.

Map from TPWD website*



This map shows the loops in the Prairies and Piney Woods 
East Region.  The loops are outlined in dark green.

*Map from TPW website



Huntsville State Park is one of our adopted sites shown on this loop.

*Map from TPWD website



Stubblefield Recreation Area on the North end of Lake Conroe is one of our 
sites as shown on the triangle in the lower left corner.

*Map from TPW website



Our chapter’s third site in the Big Sandy Loop is Trinity River Bridge on Hwy. 19

*Map from TPW website.



 Every site on the Great Texas Wildlife Trails has a site 
number.

 The site numbers are required when adding your 
observations in iNaturalist Adopt-A-Loop Project.

 The site numbers are found by clicking on the blue 
pushpins on the various loops on TPWD’s website.



 Heartwood Chapter has been assigned 5 sites by Texas Parks 
and Wildlife.

 Lake Houston Wilderness Park – UTC 034

 W.G. Jones State Forest – UTC 036

 Trinity River Bridge – PPWE 001

 Huntsville State Park – PPWE 005

 Stubblefield Recreation Area – PPWE 006

 The sites are NOT in the same region.

 The sites are NOT in the same loop.

 Our chapter does NOT have an entire loop.

 The sites were assigned by proximity to our location.



Heartwood Chapter falls within the boundaries of the Upper Texas Coastal Region and the 
Prairies and Piney Woods East Region. These are examples of the travel maps.

*maps from TPW website

These maps can be purchased from TPWD and are found on their website.



What is the Adopt-A-Loop Project?

(AAL)



*slide from Joshua Lee volunteer presentation

What is Adopt-A-Loop and why is it important



*Slide from Joshua Lee volunteer presentation



Why is this project important for TMN chapters to participate in?

*Slide from Joshua Lee Volunteer Presentation



How do the TMN chapters participate in AAL?

*slide from Joshua Lee Volunteer presentation 



*Slide from Joshua Lee volunteer presentation



*Slide from Joshua Lee volunteer presentation



How does a Texas Master Naturalist 
(TMN) participate in the project?



 Now that you have had an overview of the project, you are 
probably wondering how to get started.

 You simply go to one of our chapter assigned sites or a site 
that you have chose to explore (double check with AAL 
chapter coordinator on site info) and either take photos of 
all the flora and fauna or participate in birding through the 
eBird app.

 There are steps you must take as a TMN to receive VMS 
hours that goes beyond just hiking, photography and 
birding at one of the 912 state sites.



 The only way to receive hours is to add the photos you 
have taken to the GTWT Adopt-A-Loop project in 
iNaturalist.

 In eBird you must use a hot spot that has an Adopt-A-
Loop  site code. You must also add your bird list 
number in the VMS hours performed description.



 Create an iNaturalist account .

 You can access your account through the phone app and on tablets, 
laptops and desktops.

 There are tutorials in iNaturalist that can help you learn how to 
navigate the website.

*from iNaturalist webpage



 https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/gtwt-adopt-a-loop

 This is the link that you will use to find the project .



 When you click on GTWT Adopt-A-Loop iNaturalist link this is what 
you are going to see.

 You must join the project to add your photos. 

* From the internet



 In the upper right hand of the project is the join this project tab. Click 
on this to add it to your iNaturalist account.

 From this point in your iNaturalist dashboard you can find your 
projects tab and go to GTWT Adopt-A-Loop to upload your 
observations.



 The green stats box on the project page gives you the updated 
standings of the people in the project and how many observations 
those people have made.

*iNaturalist



 These are the current standings. You can always check and 
see where you stand.  I like to see how we as a chapter 
stand as well.

*iNaturalist



 Directly below the map on the page are the little thumbnail photos.

*iNaturalist



 We are going to transition into adding your observations 
into the project now. 

 If you need help with learning iNaturalist, there are many 
tutorials available online as well as a tutorial on 
Heartwood’s website.

*iNaturalist



 This is what a completed observation will look like in your iNaturalist
account.

*iNaturalist



 This is another example of an observation that has received the research 
grade designation.





 Adding Information to create an observation in the 
AAL project from a desktop or tablet.

1. Click on Add observation and drop a photo in from a 
file.

2. Fill out species name.

3. Fill out location.

4. Fill out projects.(AAL)

5. Fill out fields. (this is where you enter the site #)

6. Add observation.



 Heartwood’s assigned sites are as follows:

 Lake Houston Wilderness Park – UTC 034

 W.G. Jones State Forest – UTC 036

 Trinity River Bridge – Hwy 19.  - PPWE 001

 Huntsville State Park – PPWE 005

 Stubblefield Recreation Area – PPWE 006

 The above codes go in your fields iNaturalist tab



 Photograph into the observation page.



 Identify the observation.



 Add to the AAL project.



 The all important, Site Number.



 Place of observation.



 Great job.  Your good to go when you see green.



 Important Tips for using the app on i phones.



 Tap on the observe option.



 This is the observe screen.



 You can add photos in the field and fill out fields later under edit.

 You can take pictures and then go back into your photo library and 
create an observation. This will give you a chance to edit them for 
better reviewing.



 Once the picture/pictures are added fill out the categories. 
The project field must be filled in. 



 Click on the Adopt-A-Loop tab.



 The most important step is to include the site number.



 Don’t forget to click done and the green back arrow.



 A successful entry into the project will have all fields 
completed! Then tap the green share button.



 There is an e-bird component to the AAL project as well.  
Once again, when out birding in the app make sure you 
are using a hot spot with the AAL code.



Important Links

 iNaturalist Training Adopt A Loop Project Part 1 – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3T3ojK4p21

 iNaturalist Training Adopt A Loop Project Part 2 - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ-48aAISfg

 Great Texas Wildlife Trails and Adopt a Loop (AAL) Program – YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qv6l_Mt10g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3T3ojK4p2I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3T3ojK4p21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ-48aAISfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ-48aAISfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qv6l_MtI0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qv6l_Mt10g


Questions 


